
 

Case Study: 

Northeast Nevada Regional Medical Center
75 beds, Direct

Employees:  235, Medical Staff:  54
www.northeastnevadaregional.com

 
Contains:  200 total web pages, 50 people individually featured
brochures converted to PDF, more than 25 photo galleries among 1,500 photos.

Hospital Recruiting Challenges:  NNRH
challenges of many non-urban community hospitals 
overshadowed by large cities in its regional US geography.  There are 
non-urban areas, as well as lack of availa
to grow a comfort level with considering careers there
money, and candidates.  From a larger perspective, these hosp

Traditional community hospital challenges:  
“selling” while speaking in clichés when describing their area 
has low crime…” etc.) which doesn’t serve to s
bulk of their recruiting effort in hosting largely unprepared jobseekers for 
– they arrive for limited and stressful fact
awkward decisions often based on money invested in specific candidates, etc.

• NNRH leadership has had success filling positions
make their process more efficient, and attract higher caliber candidates.

Development Goals:  The goal through development of the hospital’s
unique identity for working in the intimate setting of the community hospital by fe
and physicians through testimonials, and then 
while using the patent-pending design and format of this recruiting tool.

 

 

Northeast Nevada Regional Medical Center 
, Direct/Area service area population:  30,000/100,000 

Employees:  235, Medical Staff:  54 
www.northeastnevadaregional.com 

50 people individually featured, 37 videos (2.5 hours of video)
, more than 25 photo galleries among 1,500 photos.   

NNRH faces the typical employment advertising and recruiting 
urban community hospitals due to its unique geography, size, and being 
es in its regional US geography.  There are historical misconceptions about 

s, as well as lack of available information on the Internet for jobseekers and their families 
to grow a comfort level with considering careers there, which ultimately costs these hospitals time, 

From a larger perspective, these hospitals/their areas are “blind”

Traditional community hospital challenges:  Many community hospitals recruit over the phone 
in clichés when describing their area (“Our area is great for families…”

which doesn’t serve to separate them from competitors. The hospitals
bulk of their recruiting effort in hosting largely unprepared jobseekers for very expensive onsite 

stressful fact-finding trips, and usually require multiple visits. Hospitals face 
awkward decisions often based on money invested in specific candidates, etc. 

leadership has had success filling positions in this manner but wanted to improve
make their process more efficient, and attract higher caliber candidates. 

The goal through development of the hospital’s Online Job Tour was to create a 
unique identity for working in the intimate setting of the community hospital by featuring its employees 

rough testimonials, and then highlighting unique lifestyle offerings of the service area 
pending design and format of this recruiting tool. 
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37 videos (2.5 hours of video), 35 

typical employment advertising and recruiting 
due to its unique geography, size, and being 

misconceptions about 
for jobseekers and their families 

, which ultimately costs these hospitals time, 
“blind” to jobseekers. 

Many community hospitals recruit over the phone by verbally 
“Our area is great for families…”, “Our area 

rate them from competitors. The hospitals invest the 
expensive onsite interviews 

, and usually require multiple visits. Hospitals face 

but wanted to improve results, 

Online Job Tour was to create a 
aturing its employees 

the service area 
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The client wanted to “tone down” the “cowboy preconception” of the area and better focus on what would 
appeal to higher-end consumer/physicians and medical professionals – such as the Arts. Unlike 
Chambers of Commerce websites and videos which focus only on the direct area and would miss critical 
topics, this presentation also covers Lake Tahoe and its skiing, as well as Twin Falls, ID, which is 2 hours 
away but is an important subject to cover as it is related to higher-end shopping, etc.   

Benefits of the Online Job Tour Approach:  Powerful testimonials were “choreographed” to provide 
marketable personal reviews and opinions from physicians and community members on a diverse array of 
subjects – from the Superintendent’s tour of technology in schools (as mentioned above, many 
jobseekers may think rural areas suffer in education and technology – this community is a Wi-Fi town), to 
individuals discussing their hobbies, to specific advantages regarding physician financial opportunity. 

• Online Job Tour is designed to “channel” jobseekers through each section and then contact the 
client via the “Interview Prep Form” to allow the client to be fully-prepared for the first meaningful 
discussion as well as help the client gauge and compare the jobseeker to others – expediting the 
entire process for both. 

• As a pre-qualifying tool, Online Job Tour is equally important in ruling out candidates, as well as 
candidates who excuse themselves before any time or money is spent dealing with them. 

• Social networking is incorporated into Online Job Tour:  Facebook and LinkedIn links allow 
jobseekers to share it with colleagues and extended networks of friends, which has promoted 
referrals/new hires by our clients. 

   

Feedback from Community/Board Members/Patients: 

“When I first saw our Online Job Tour I was totally floored by its professionalism and how you presented 
our hospital and service area – truly inspirational with a level of detail and craftsmanship that shows a 
great commitment to the hospital’s recruiting efforts.  After viewing this more, however, the Online Job 
Tour concept really starts to come through.  Employers, even those with considerable experience, forget 
the importance of delivering specifics and details to jobseekers, as well as the competitive part.  I can 
truly say in my career that I have never experienced anything like Online Job Tour and I’m sincerely 

thrilled to have it.  I can’t thank you enough for this invaluable tool. Thank you, Carl!” 

“Carl!!!!  You have made Elko the center of the universe!  This hits my heart in a way I cannot describe.” 

“This Online Job Tour will not only help us save time while we sell, but also serve the function of weeding 
out people who otherwise would not be interested – before time and effort is spent on both sides.” 

“If you drive through Elko you miss 90% of this.  It seems clear that if a hospital wants to hit a home run 
every time instead of spending thousands of dollars to show a few candidates 10% of their community 

and hospital, then they should use your amazing tool.  Congratulations.” 

www.onlinejobtour.com 813-855-5185 Contact:  Carl Brickman 

Patent Warning:  US Patent and Trademark Office (filed May, 2003). Copying Online Job Tour in part or in concept is expressly forbidden.  Infringers 

will be prosecuted for damages and cost of legal representation per federal patent law precedents.  Please see our website for details. 


